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Open Game License:
Xcrawl: Adventures in the Xtreme Dungeon Crawl League is produced under the terms of the Open Gaming
License version 1.0a and the d20 System Trademark License. All rules within this book are published using those
licenses.

All material not covered under the Open Gaming License and d20 System License is the property of 
Pandahead Productions.

The Open Game License is printed in its entirety at the end of this book. For further information please visit
www.opengamingfoundation.org or www.wizards.com.

NOTICE
Xcrawl is a game. It isn’t real. Real swords, real arrows, and real wounds are real dangerous.
So, have fun, but DON’T keep it real; keep it fantasy.

Xcrawl and the Xcrawl logo are © and ™ 2002 
Pandahead Productions. Visit www.pandahead.com.

Xcrawl is a work of fiction. Any similarities between
persons living or dead is coincidental

Now, go have fun!

Are you still reading this?



The Inaugural 
Celebrity Pro/Am Crawl

BACKGROUND

The Celebrity Pro/Am Crawl is a charity Xcrawl event to raise money for the Jose Villalobos
Institute for Widows and Children of Foreign Wars. The Institute is a noble and charitable
organization, providing shelter and aid for thousands of underprivileged children nationwide.
Newly elected Villalobos House Chairwoman Ridel Walker organized the event hoping to turn it
into an annual occurrence, generating desperately needed funds to keep the Institute afloat. In a
major bid for advertising revenue, every team will have a celebrity guest actually participating in
every aspect of the adventure. Chairwoman Walker believes that this will draw fans of both Xcrawl
and celebrities, and hopefully generate a huge burst of income.

However, the inaugural crawl may very well become a disaster: the Crawl has inadvertently hired a
dangerous lunatic to be the Celebrity Pro/Am DJ.

Carley Danger was a television actress in her twenties when she met the infamous Bradley Epstein
on the set of the espionage thriller, Blue Scorpion. Epstein was a ruthless ladies man, and the
beautiful and young Carley was just his type. They began a stormy eight month affair that left
Carley emotionally devastated. Their famous, explosive breakup was extremely well documented in
the national tabloid media, and Carley became an easy target for comedians and commentators.
After months of self-destructive drinking, Danger was arrested for breaking into Epstein's
California ranch, reportedly to kidnap their once-shared cat, Pie. She submitted to rehab and quit
drinking, but has been on the edge of a nervous breakdown for years. She continues to be
extremely famous–in a sad has-been sort of way–making guest appearances on late night television
shows, doing charity events, and making the occasional tabloid headline for her erratic behavior.

When Carley heard that Bradley was going to be a player in an Xcrawl celebrity event, her mind
snapped. Instantly, she found a clear, maniacal purpose: she decided to kill Bradley Epstein, his
beautiful new girlfriend, his cat, and anyone who tries to stop her. She pulled every string and
called in every favor she had to get herself an interview with organizer Ridel Walker. Carley has
used the Master Celebrity power of Reinvention to re-create herself as a top-notch Xcrawl DJ–she
dazzled Ridel with her technical knowledge of monster handling, ambush techniques, and poisons.
Ridel quickly decided that Carley would make a great DJ, even though she was far from the most
famous interested party. Once Carley was chosen to be DJ she raised funds, amassed a startling
array of monsters in a very short period of time, and started formulating her plans for revenge.

Carley hates Epstein profoundly, and wants to see him suffer. She knows all of his psychological
and physical weaknesses, and is prepared to exploit all of them on national television. She has
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